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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper contains some results on how representations in the principal 
p-block of a finite group with a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup yield information 
on the structure of the group. Throughout the paper, G denotes a finite 
group, p a fixed odd prime dividing 1 GI, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G with 
]P] = p”, and B,(p) the principal p-block of G. 
If P is cyclic, then the ordinary and modular irreducible characters in any 
p-block of G can be described in terms of a graph, called the Bruuer tree 
belonging to the block (as in [5, VII.61). A tree is called a star if there are 
no paths with more than two edges, i.e., 
If G is p-solvable, then the Brauer tree of any block with cyclic defect 
group is a star with the exceptional node at the center [5, X.4.11. The 
converse is not always true. Here are some examples of simple groups where 
the tree for B,(p) is a star. The exceptional node is denoted “exp,” 
and the corresponding character degrees are listed. 
L,(2”=p+ 1): 1 P+2 P+l 
exP 
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Sz(q)(p’ I/ q + r + 1, where r = &, q = 20dd): 
r(q-1)/Z 
1 
-+- 
q* (q-r+l) (q-l) 
exP 
In particular, the principal 13-block for Sz(8) is 
THEOREM 1. Assume that P is cyclic. If the tree for B,(p) is a star, then 
every involution in G/O,(G) inverts some Sylow p-subgroup of G/O,,(G). 
The conclusion of Theorem 1 is similar to that of the main result in [lo], 
which treats a different situation. The special case of Theorem 1 when the 
tree for B,(p) has only two edges is well known (see [4, Lemma 2.21, for 
example). 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that P is cyclic. If the tree for B,(p) is a star 
with an odd number of edges, then G is p-solvable. If the tree is a star with 
an even number of edges, and ifi Co(P) O,,(G)/O,,(G)I is odd, then G/O,,,(G) 
has a unique conjugacy class of involutions. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that P is cyclic, 1 PI > 7, and that the tree for B,(p) 
is a star. Then there is no irreducible character x in B,(p) with 
x(l)=p”-4 or 2p”-4. 
Our final result gives a rather unusual characterization of the smallest 
Suzuki group. 
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THEOREM 3. Assume that P is cyclic, that the tree for B,(p) is a star 
with four edges such that the exceptional node is not at the center, and such 
that the degree of the (conjugate) characters not on the real stem is 1 + pa: 
1 + pa 
1 -I-- exP 
4 
1 + pa 
Then p” = 13 and G/O,,(G) z Sz(8). 
These theorems are related to, but not directly implied by, the much more 
extensive results of Feit [6], which severely restrict the possible Brauer trees 
that can occur for p-blocks of finite groups. Our results predate [6], and 
were announced in [2]. The proofs here are independent of [6]. In particular, 
the classification of the finite simple groups is not used. We do appeal to the 
Odd-Order Theorem, for Corollary 1, and to Suzuki’s classification of 
Zassenhaus groups of odd degree [ 121 (following Zassenhaus, Feit and Ito) 
to complete the proof of Theorem 3. Otherwise, our methods are 
representation-theoretic. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.9 below may be of independent 
interest. 
In the proof of Theorem 3 (Section 6 below), we allow our hypotheses to 
include the case when there are no exceptional characters at all, i.e., when 
pa = 5. This case may be eliminated by Lindsey’s classification of groups of 
degree six [8], but we prefer to give an independent argument for our 
configuration. Furthermore, once we show that the hypotheses force pa = 13, 
we are in a situation treated by Alex and Morrow [ 1, Lemma 3.211. In order 
to make our proof more self-contained, we provide our own argument to 
finish the proof, an argument which is similar to, but not dependent upon, 
that in [ 11. Our proof of Theorem 3 could be shortened slightly by appealing 
to Suzuki’s classification of CN-groups [ 121. However, this would make 
implicit (but extensive) use of [ 1 I], and we manage here to essentially avoid 
this reference. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND COROLLARY 1 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B be a block of a group G, with cyclic defect group 
D = (y), whose Brauer tree is a star. Zf t is an involution in G which does 
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not invert any conjugate of D, then X(t)/X(l) is constant for all irreducible 
characters x in B. 
ProoJ: Say there are e + 1 nodes in the star. The result is clear if e = 1, 
so assume e > 2. Let Bi, 1 < i < e, denote irreducible characters which 
occupy distinct end nodes, and let irreducible r correspond to the interior 
node. Let {xn} be the family of exceptional characters in B. Then 
[ 5, VII.2.171 implies that CA xA( y) = n, a nonzero integer. It follows from 
[5, VII.2.12, 2.151 that if r is some xn then S,(y) = -n for all i and 
while if some 8j is a xn then 0,(y) = n for all i f .L C(Y) = -% and 
F 
XM2Xn(Y) 
xn(l) 
_ ej(t)‘n . 
ej(l> 
So we have 
-j- X(O’X(Y) = 
t 
w2 -- 
SB x(l) 
c i $$) (+n). 
t(l) i 
(2.2) 
For no g E G is ttg in the p-section of y, as otherwise t would invert a 
conjugate of y. Thus the class multiplication constant c~,~,~ is zero for all x 
in the p-section of y. It follows from [3, 1.2.151 and [5, IV.6.31 that 
&a($t)‘x(x)/x(l)) = 0. So by (2.2) and [5, VII.2.151, 
o = c ei(t>2 tXt12 = 2 eiW2 (Ci 4(O)* 
i ei(l> t(l) i ei(1> Ciei(l) ’ 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, applied to the e-tuples 
(o,(t)/(B,(l))“*,..., 0,(t)/(e,(l))“‘) and (S,(l)“‘,..., e,(l)“‘) under the 
ordinary dot product, says that 
F :,yi; (Ci ei(t>)2 > 0 
I Ci’i(l) ’ ’ 
with equality holding if and only if one e-tuple is a scalar times the other. So 
in fact e,(t) = co,(l) for some constant c, independent of i, and r(t) = 
Ci e,(t) = c xi Bi( 1) = C& 1). The result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The kernel of B,(p) is O,,,(G) and the characters in 
B,(p) comprise the principal p-block of G/O,,(G) [5, V.4.3, VI.4.121. Thus 
we may assume O,,(G) = (1). If t is an involution in G which inverts no 
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conjugate of P, then Lemma 2.1 and the fact that 1, (the principal character) 
is in B,(p) imply that x(t) = x( 1) for all irreducible characters x E B,(p). So 
t E O,,(G), a contradiction. 
Proof of Corollary 1. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may assume 
O,,(G) = (1). The number e of edges in the tree for B,(p) is IN,(P): C,(P)1 
by [5, VII.1.3, VII.2.11. So if e is odd, then there is no involution in 
N,(P)/C,(P) and hence no involution in G by Theorem 1. Thus G is 
solvable, by the Feit-Thompson theorem. If e is even, and i, j are involutions 
which invert P, then ij E C,(P). So if IC,(P)I is odd, then i and j are 
conjugate in (i, j). So by Theorem 1, there is only one conjugacy class of 
involutions in G. 
3. Two LEMMAS 
If G = G’, t is an involution in G and x E Irr(G), then it is well known 
(and easily seen from det x = 1) that x(t) = x( 1) (mod 4). Lemma 3.1 below 
is useful in finding conditions under which this observation may be 
strengthened. Lemma 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 are straightforward extensions 
of a result of Brauer and Tuan (see [5, IV.4.231). Their method of proof is 
that of [5, IV.4.23 and IV.4.241. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be a 2-group and X a complex representation of S 
with rational-valued character x. Suppose that the number of involutions t in 
S with x(t) s x( 1) (mod 8) 
ISI 18 ifdetX= 1. 
is even (for example, is zero). Then 1 S I( 16, and 
Proof. We may add multiples of 1, to x without changing the hypothesis, 
and so may assume 16 1 x( 1). If I gl = 2”, then since x is rational-valued, we 
may let v be the common multiplicity of each primitive 2”-th root of unity as 
an eigenvalue of X(g). Hence, 2”-iv is the multiplicity of -1 as an eigen- 
value of X( g*“-I), so that 2”-‘v = k( 1) -x( g*“-‘))/2. Thus 
x( 1) = x( g’“-l) (mod 2”), if ]g/=2”. (3.2) 
Since eigenvalues E and E- ’ must occur with the same multiplicity in 
X(g), detX(g)=+l. Let S+={gES]detX(g)= 1). Then S, is a 
subgroup and I S : S, I < 2. Furthermore, if t is an involution with x(t) z x( 1) 
(mod 8), then the multiplicity of -1 as an eigenvalue of X(t) is even, and 
hence tES+. So it suffices to assume S = S + . We assume 16 ] ] S 1, and 
argue toward a contradiction. 
For any g E S, let e, f be the multiplicities of 1, -1, resp., in X(g). Now 
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x(1) - (e + f) is even (as other eigenvalues E, E- ’ have the same 
multiplicity), hence x(g) = e - f = e + f = x( 1) (mod 2), so that 
x(g) = 0 (mod 21, all g E S. (3.3) 
Also, det X(g) = 1 implies that f is even. Thus x(g) = e t f (mod 4). If 
) gl = 4, then e + f = {multiplicity of 1 as an eigenvalue of X( g’)} = 
01(l) +x(g2)Y2. so 
x(g>~01(1)+x(g2))/2~x(g2)/2 (mod41 if Igl=4. (3.4) 
For each g E S, let C, = {x ) (x) = (g)}. The C, form a partition of S. If 
I gl = 2” then I C,( = 2”-’ and x is constant on C,. Then by (3.3), 
c x(x)=2”-1x(g)=0 (mod2”), if 1 gl= 2”. (3.5) 
EC, 
If I gl = 4, then (3.4) implies that 
s x(4 = Mg) = x(g2) (mod 0 if [g/=4. (3.6) 
xc.2, 
For any g E S, CxeC, x(x’) = 2”-‘x(g’), which is clearly divisible by 16 if 
n > 3. If n = 3, then (3.4) and (3.2) imply that 
2x(g2)rX(1)+X(g4)=2X(1)=0 (mod8) 
and hence 2 x.c,x(x2) = 4x( g’) = 0 (mod 16). Thus 
xz x(x’) 5 0 (mod 16) if I gl> 8. 
I: 
(3.7) 
Let 3 be the set of all involutions in S, & be the set of those t E J’ with 
x(t) =x( 1) t 4 (mod 8), and 9 = 3 - .d. Let G9”, G9 be the disjoint sets of 
elements x of order 4 with x2 E -oP, 9, resp. Let a = I.xfI, b = 191, c = )‘Fl, 
d = I g I. Note that c, d are even, and by hypothesis b is even. Choose any 
i E -rB, j E 9. Then by (3.6), CxEQUgx (4 = (c/M9 t WMA (mod 8h 
and so by (3.5), 
1~101, I,),= C x(x)=x(l)+ax(i) tbx(j)+fX(i)+%X(j)(mod8) 
.%-ES 
--(l)+ a+$ k(1)+4)+ cb+%) ~(l)(modg) 
c 1 
= 4a t 2c (mod 8). 
So 8 1 I S I implies that 
(3.8) 4a t 2c E 0 (mod 8). 
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We know from properties of the Frobenius-Schur index 13, 1.3.51 that 
1 SI 1 J&x(g*). Now (3.7) yields that 
;sx(g*kx(l)+ c x(g’) (mod 16) 
gedVSVwV~ 
= (1 +a +b)~(l)+~(2~(~))+~(2~(j))(mod 16) 
=+(2X(1)+8)++(21[(1))(mod 16) 
E 4c (mod 16). 
Hence, 16 1 JSI implies that 4 1 c. Then a is even, by (3.8). Since a + b is the 
number of involutions in S, then b must be odd, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.9. Assume that G has a faithful irreducible character x in 
B,,(p), with x(1) = npa, where a > 0 and (n, p) = 1. Let H be the Hall p’- 
subgroup of C,(P) and assume that H # (1). Then H has a faithful 
character 4 such that xn = ml, + p ‘+‘[, with m > 0 and hence 0 < c( 1) < 
(n - 1)/p. Furthermore, if G = G’ then det c = 1. 
Proof Since x E B,(p), we have that for all x E G, 
I G : C&l xWx(l> = I G : C&9 (mod 4, 
where each side of the congruence lies in the ring of integers R of a suitable 
p-adic number field, and (n) is the unique maximal ideal of R. If x E C,(P), 
then /G : C,(x)/ f 0 (mod z), so that x(x)/x(l) = 1 (mod n). Therefore, 
x(x) z x( 1) (mod xp’). Hence for all c E Irr(H) with < # l,, 
IfUx~ OH = c x(4 t(x) =x(l) c %4 (mod ZP’) 
XEH XEH 
=x(l) lHI(l,, 4 = 0. 
Since (I HI, p) = 1, we have that (x, &, = 0 (mod pa+‘). 
Now xH=mlH+pa+‘Cbt{, h w  ere the sum is over r E Irr(H) with 
t-# l,, and m, b, are non-negative integers. Let c= 2 b,& Then 
,yH=ml,+pa+‘& S ince H > (l), [ # 0 and is faithful on H. As p” 11 x(l), 
we have p” ) m, m > 0, and hence c(l) < (n - 1)/p. Since detk,) = 
(det Q’O+‘, and det(c(x)) is a p/-root of unity for all x E H, it follows that if 
G=G’, then det[= 1. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Assume that G has a faithful irreducible character x 
inB,(p)withx(l)=np”, wherea>Oand(n,p)=l.Ifn<p,ortfn<2p 
and G = G’, then C,(P) c P. 
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ProoJ If C,(P) & P, then H, the Hall @-subgroup of C,(P), is non- 
trivial. Thus c as in Lemma 3.9 exists, with 0 < c(l) < (n - 1)/p. It follows 
that p<n<2p and [(l)=l. Since G=G’, we have that det[=l, hence 
that [= l,, which is a contradiction. 
4. NOTATION AND BASIC RESULTS FOR MODULES IN B,(p) 
For the rest of this paper, P is assumed to be cyclic with P = (y) and 
IPl =p”. Let P’= (ypn-‘), I? = C,(p), G” = N,(p), C = C,(P), and 
N = N,(P). Let R be the ring of integers in a p-adic number field K of 
characteristic zero, let J? = R/J(R), and assume that K and R are splitting 
fields for all subgroups of G. If q is any prime divisor of 1 G ], then the prin- 
cipal q-block of any subgroup H of G is denoted by B,(q, H). Let 
B, = B,(p) = B,(p, G) where p is our fixed prime. 
If x E c, define a(x) E GF(p) by x- ‘ypam’x = ypO-‘a(x). Thus a defines an 
irreducible i?&module (which we also denote by a). If M is any non- 
projective indecomposable KG-module in B,, then [5, VII.l.S] and the 
assumption that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G imply that 
Mc=fi@ U, (4.1) 
where A? (the Green correspondent of M) is a non-projective indecomposable 
KG-module in B,(p, G) and U is a projective Kc-module. By [5, VII.2.41, A? 
is a serial module, each irreducible constituent of which is isomorphic to aj, 
for some j with 1 < j < e, where 
e = 1 N : Cl = / T,(B,(p, C)) : Cl = ( Tc(B,(p, c)) : cl = ) G” : cl, (4.2) 
and e is also the number of edges in the tree for B, (see [5, VII. 1.1, 
VII.2.11). 
Put A?= I’,(a’) where 1 <dim A?= m < pa and ai = Soc(lc?) (see [5, 
VII.3.51). Note that m = dimM (mod p”). Now [5, VII.3.5(ii)] implies that 
v,(a’)c is serial, with every irreducible constituent being the trivial EC- 
module. Thus if x is a p/-element in c, then x acts trivially on V,(a’). Since 
c is generated by P and p/-elements, it follows that V,(a’)p is serial. Thus 
M .=MM,O U,,, (4.3) 
where M ,, z i@p is a non-projective serial EP-module of composition length 
m, and U 0 z U, is a projective RP-module. 
The indecomposable summands of U, are all projective, and are in blocks 
with defect group P, as PA N. Let n(M) = Soc(U,,,) (n(M) = (0) if U = (0)). 
It follows from [5, VII.3.5, VII.2.81 that the socle series for U, consists of 
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the modules n(M)a-j for 0 < j < p” - 1. The constituents of A? are &j, 
0 < j < m - 1. Therefore, 
m-1 pa- I 
deWfJ = (aJim IQ0 hJ-i(deWW)Pa ,I]T, h-j. 
It follows that 
1 
(a/Jim - (m2-m)/2 
det(MN) = (det(~(M)))pR(aN)im-(m2-m-pa+l)/2 
;; ;; ;;; (4.4) 
If H < G, and X is an E&module, let & denote the Brauer character of X. 
Then again by [5, VII.3.5, VII.2.81, and with the identification of a with a 
suitable complex linear character, we have 
m-l pa-1 
&W = (aJi C (a,>-' + PcntMjj C (a,)-j. 
j=O j=O 
(4.5) 
Now UC = @ J& U,, where each U, is a projective serial module in a 
block of defect b,, 1 < bk< a (as FA c’). By [5, VI1.3.5, VII.2.81, 
S, = Soc(U,), repeated p *k times, comprises the irreducible constituents of 
U,. Then 
m-l 
P (MS, = C (ac)i-i + 1 pbkPsk = ml? + C PbklJsk. (4.6) 
j=O k k 
If x is an ordinary irreducible character in B,, then by [5, VII.2.12, 
VII.2.141 x is either one of e non-exceptional characters or one of (pa - 1)/e 
exceptional characters, all of which occupy the same node of the tree (and so 
have the same values on p’-elements). Furthermore, 
x( 1) = fe (mod p”) if x is exceptional 
x(1) = fl (mod p”) if x is non-exceptional. 
(4.7) 
5. REDUCTION ARGUMENTS AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The following result is essentially [9, Theorem 2.11, with an almost iden- 
tical proof. We include it here for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that P is cyclic. Then either (i) every non-trivial 
normal subgroup ofG/Op,(G) contains PO,,(G)/O,,(G), or (ii) G/O,(G) is a 
Frobenius group with kernel PO, ,(G)/O, JG). 
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Proof: We may assume O,,(G) = (1). Suppose there exists a subgroup 
K# (1) with K A G and P 4 K. Then O,,(G) = (1) implies that 
1 < K f7 P < P. Now Nrk(P) = PN,(P). If x E N,(P) and yX = yi (where 
P = (y)), then [x, y-‘1 = y’-’ E PfI K implies that p ( i - 1. It follows that 
x acts trivially on p. Since xp E P, x acts as 5, does on P, and hence x acts 
trivially on P. So NPK(P) = C,,(P). Burnside’s transfer theorem implies that 
PK has a normal p-complement. Then K has a normal P-complement U. But 
U char K A G yields that U < O,,(G), hence U = (1). So K = P n K. Thus 
FAG. 
It follows that P < c A G. Furthermore, N?(P) = C,(P), as all @-elements 
in N?(P) centralize i? So c’ has a normal P-complement, and O,(G) = (1) 
implies that P = CA G. Conclusion (ii) follows. 
When conclusion (ii) holds, it is easily seen that G/P is cyclic, B, is the 
unique p-block of G, and the tree for B, is a star with exceptional node at 
the center. The exceptional degree is e = 1 G : PI, and the non-exceptional 
degrees are all equal to 1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that P is cyclic and O,,(G) = (1). If 1 < HA G 
and L is an irreducible KG-module in B,, then L, is an irreducible module 
in B,(P, H). 
Proof If G is a Frobenius group with kernel P, then dim,-L = 1 and the 
conclusion is trivial. So by Lemma 5.1, we may assume that P < H. By 
Clifford’s Theorem and [5, IV.4.101, L, is a direct sum of, say, k not 
necessarily distinct, irreducible EH-modules Lj in B,(p, H). By (4.3), 
applied to H and the modules Lj, we have that, for j= I,..., k, 
LjP z Lj, @IUjO, where Lj, is a nonprojective serial RP-module and Uj, is a 
projective RP-module. Hence, 
It follows from (4.3) applied to L, and the Krull-Schmidt theorem, that 
k = 1 and L, is irreducible. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that P is cyclic, O,,(G) = (1 ), 1 < e < 1 PI - 1, and 
that the graph for B, is a star with the exceptional node not at the center. 
Then for any 1 # HA G, e is the same for H as for G. If L, ,..., L, are the 
irreducible EG-modules in B,, then LIH,..., L, are the distinct irreducible 
i?H-modules in B,(p, H). Hence, the tree for B,(p, H) is a star identical to 
that for B,, and the character degrees are the same for these two blocks. 
Proof We have that P < H by Lemma 5.1. The hypothesis implies that 
the exceptional characters are modular irreducible. Let L be their unique 
Brauer constituent (an KG-module). Then [5, VII.2.151 and (4.1) imply that 
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Z =: Vpa- ,(a’) for some i. Now, dim L, = dim L E -e (mod p”). By 
Lemma 5.2, L, is irreducible in B&J, H), and by (4.1) et seq. applied to L,, 
we see that (G) (taken relative to G’n H) has composition length p” - e. It 
follows from [5, VII.2.71 that (N,(P) : C,(P) = e, so this is the same for G 
and H. 
Lemma 5.2 implies that each Li, is irreducible in B,(p, H). Furthermore, 
(5, IV.4.101 says that each irreducible EH-module in B,(p, H) is a 
constituent of some Li,. Therefore, the Li, comprise the e distinct 
irreducible FH-modules in B,(p, H). The result follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that P is cyclic, that e < 1 PI - 1, that the graph for 
B, is a star, and that if x is an exceptional character in B,, then x( 1) = 
p” - e or 2p” -e, with e = 4 (mod 8). Then a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
(G/O,,(G))” has order at most 8. Furthermore, if G = G’ and O,,(G) = (l), 
then I c’l is odd. 
ProoJ We may assume, as in the proof of Theorem 1, that O,(G) = (1). 
Now x(1) E -e (mod p”), with 1 < e < ] PI - 1, implies that the exceptional 
node is not at the center of the star (see [5, VII.2.151). If G’ = (I), then 
O,,(G) = (1) implies that G = P and e = 1, a contradiction. So by 
Lemma 5.3, we may replace G by G’, hence by G”, and assume that 
G = G’. 
Let L be the unique Brauer constituent of x. Now (4.1) and [5, VII.2.81 
yield that z = Vpo-Jczi), where ai = Sot@), and L/Rad@) z 
CZ~-@‘-~-‘) = a’. Thus L z L* (the dual of L) implies that t z z*, whence 
a -i = a’ so that 2i = 0 (mod e). Since Soc(1,) = a’, we know by [5, VII.2.51 
that i = e/2. Hence, J! = Vp,-e(ae’2). 
Now z(L) = (0)if x(1) = pa - e, and we may write n(L) = det(z(L)) (a 
one-dimensional R(N/P)-module) if x(1) = 2p” - e. Since G = G’ implies 
that det L = 1, it follows from (4.4) (with i = e/2, m = pa -e) that 
(4 @-‘)‘*= 1 if x(l)=p”-e, and (x(L))~‘= 1 if ~(1)=2p”-e. This 
implies the following: 
If x(1) = pa - e then pa = 1 (mod 8), 
and ifx(1)=2pa-e then n(L)= 1,. (5.5) 
If t is any involution in G, Theorem 1 implies that t inverts some 
conjugate of P. To compute x(t), we may thus replace t by a suitable 
conjugate and assume that t E N with a(t) = -1. Now x = /3, on p/-elements. 
So by (4.5) and (5.5), x(t) equals 1 or 2 as x(1) = p” - e or 2p4 - e, resp. 
Then x(1) -x(t) = pa - e - 1 (resp. 2p” - e - 2). If x(1) = 2p” - e, then 
pa = 1 (mod 4) (as e I p - 1) implies that 2p” = 2 (mod 8). It follows that 
x(1) -x(t) E 4 (mod 8) in either case. 
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The exceptional characters in B, are rational-valued on @-elements [5, 
VII.2.12, IV.4.121. Thus x is rational on any Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Lemma 3.1 now implies that ] G(, < 8. 
Suppose that there is an involution u in c. If x(1) = p” - e, then (4.6) 
(with empty set of indices k) implies that x(u) =x(l). This contradicts 
x(u) = 1, as computed above. If x(1) = 2p” - e, then (4.6) yields x(u) = 
pa - e = -e (mod p). But x(u) = 2, by the argument above. This contradicts 
e 1 p - 1. It follows that 1 c’] is odd. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and that 
there exists x E Irr (G) n B, with degree pa - 4 or 2p” - 4. Then by (4.7) 
and [5, VII.2.151, x is an exceptional character not on the center node, and 
e=IN:C(=41 p- 1. So pa 2 13. We may assume O,,(G) = (1). By 
Lemma 5.3, we may replace G with G” and thus assume G = G’. Then by 
Lemma 5.4, IG], < 8 and ]cl ’ is odd. If I G I2 = 4, then since N/C is cyclic of 
order 4, it follows that so is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Hence, G has a 
normal 2-complement H, in which IN,(P) : Cl = 1. This contradicts 
Lemma 5.3. So we may assume I GJ, = 8. 
Now 1 cl odd implies that all 2-singular elements of G are p/-elements. 
Thus the (p” - 1)/4 exceptional characters xA in B, all agree on 2-singular 
elements. Since 8,+x( 1) by hypothesis, these exceptional characters are not of 
2-defect zero, and so are not identically zero on 2-singular elements. Then 
Brauer’s Second Main Theorem [5, IV.6.11 implies that the xn are all in the 
same 2-block, say, B*. Let B* have defect 2”, and let n = I Irr(G) n B* I. By 
[5, IV.4.181, 3 < (p” - 1)/4 Q n < $2*’ + 1, so that 4 < 2” < 8. 
For 8 = Br, [ = c, E Irr(G), let CI~,[ = ar,s where the latter is an integer as 
defined, with respect to the prime 2 (not with respect to p), in [5, Chap- 
ter IV, Section 4). Since ] c’l is odd, all p-elements are 2’-elements, so 
a x.x = 6 2,-e~E”fs lx(x)12 =& (IGl - p,.,~,“t, Ix(x)12 j * 
of even order 
Since x is not always zero on 2-singular elements, we see that 
0 < a,, < 8. (5.6) 
If x’ #x is another exceptional character in B,, then since x’ =x on p’- 
elements, 
ax’3x 
=- 
I iI 2’L”fS x’(x)x(x) = & 
x’(x) x(x)) 
of even order 
of even order 
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Hence, 
a x.x = 8 + axc.x, all exceptional x’ f x in B, = B,(p, G). (5.7) 
It follows from (5.6) and (5.7) that 
axr,x < 0, all exceptional x’ # x in B,. 
Now by [5, IV.4.l(iii)], 
c 4.x = 8ax.x - 4.x. 
O+xinB* 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Let B’=(B,nB*)-{xn}. N ow 2, p-block separation [5, IV.4.251 
implies that J&O.nB* 8(y)0(1)=0 (mod8). However, ~AxA(~)x~(l)=x(l), 
which is not divisible by 4. Therefore, 
B’f0 and c B(y) e(l) = --x(l) (mod 8). (5. IO) 
B’ 
The tree for B, is 
Since {x1} is stable under complex conjugation, B* must be self-dual. Thus if 
cEB*, then so is < Now c(y)[(l)+[(y)[(l)=21;(1). So (5.10) implies 
IfB’={<,r}thenx(1)=2p”-4andC(l)isodd. (5.11) 
Suppose that x(1) = 2pa - 4. Assume first that 2” = 4. Then by [5, 
IV.4.181, 2 (/ e(l) f or all BE B*. Thus 1, G$ B*, and p(l) =x(l) + 21;(l) + 1 
(odd) implies that p G B*. So (5.10) yields that B’ = {[, c}, which 
contradicts (5.11). Hence, we may assume here that 2” = 8. Thus the X~ each 
have height one in B*. Then [5, IV.4.7(i)] yields 4 1 au,x for all 1. Then (5.6) 
implies that a,,, = 4, and it follows from (5.8) and (5.9) that 
16(pa - 5)/4 = c a:,,x < 8a,,, - a:,,= 16. 
x1+x 
Therefore, pa ,< 9, which is a contradiction. 
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We may now assume that x(1) = p” - 4. Then 2” = 8 and the xn all have 
height zero in B*. Now (5.10) implies that B’ contains a character of odd 
degree which is distinct from [ and < Since p(l) =x(l) + 2[(1) + 1 is even, 
we have that 1, E B*. Hence, B * is the principal 2-block. 
By (5.5), pa s 1 (mod 8). Th us -x(l) E 3 (mod 8), and (5.10) implies that 
B’ # { lG}. 
If p&B’ then B’= {c, c lG), and by (5.10), 3 =2((l) + 1 (mod 8). 
Hence, c(l) = 1 (mod 4). If t is any involution in G, the proof of Lemma 5.4 
shows that x(t) = 1. Hence by [5, IV.6.41, 
0 = x B(y) B(t) = I +x(t) + 2C(t) = 2 + X(t), 
BonB* 
so that c(t) = - 1. Therefore, c(l) - c(t) E 2 (mod 4). This contradicts the 
remark at the beginning of Section 3. 
It follows that p E B’. Now, p(l) even implies that 2 1 a,,X# 0 (again, see 
[S, IV.4.71). Thus CBEB, a:,,> 5. Hence, by (5.7) and (5.9), 
5 + ((P” - 5)/4)(8 - Q’ < 2 ai,, = 8a,, - & (5.12) 
l?#Xin B’ 
The only possible values for a,,, are 1, 3, 5, or 7 by (5.6) and [5, IV.4.71. 
Plugging each value into (5.12), we obtain pa < 13, which is a final con- 
tradiction. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3. As before, the characters and 
modules in B,(p, G) comprise B,(p, G/O,(G)), so we may assume that 
O,,(G) = (1). We label the nodes (as characters) and the edges (as modules) 
of the tree for B,(p, G) as follows: i- 
M 
lG L ---l--- e X M* 
s- 
Here, (J(1) = pn + 1, x is one of (p” - 1)/4 exceptional characters (if pa > 5) 
with x(l)= -4 (mod p”) ( see (4.7) and [5, VII.2.151). Also, M,L are 
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irreducible i?G-modules which are the unique modular constituents of C, x, 
respectively. The dual of M is M*, and c is the complex conjugate of [. By 
the proof of Lemma 5.4, z = VP.-,(a’). By [5, VII.2.51, we may assume that 
A? = V,(a) and (as in (4.1)) M,- = I’,(a) 0 U, where U is a projective RG- 
module of dimension pa. 
Let T = A4 @ M. Then TG = V,(a*) @ (projectives). Now T = T+ @ T-, 
the direct sum of its symmetric and skew-symmetric summands, which are 
both EG-modules. Since dimT’=((p”+ l)*+pa+ 1)/2= 
1 + p”(p” + 3)/2, it follows that V,(a*) ] T$ . Let W be the indecomposable 
RG-module in B, such that ti= V,(a*). Then W 1 T’ (by the Green 
correspondence [5, 111.5.61 and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem), so that 
dim W< 1 + p”(p” + 3)/2. (6.1) 
By [5, VI1.2.201, there is a serial RG-module X which has (p” - 1)/4 
irreducible constituents, all of which are isomorphic to L. If pa > 5, let 
Y = Rad(X). Then dim P + dim z = dim W (mod p”) implies that dim P + 
dim z = pa + 1. It follows as in the proof of [5, VII.3.181 that there is an 
exact sequence of EC.?-modules 
where 0 is a serial, projective EG-module with dim 0 = p’. 
Since dim ? + dim 0 > dim@ @ o), it follows that $( n n 0 # (0). Then 
ti(n n d = (0), as #‘) is serial. Thus 2 z I&) s 1. Hence, Soc($ z 
Soc(,?) = V,(a*). Now dim Xr 1 (mod p”) implies that dim d = 1, hence 
that 2 = Sot(z) z V,(a*) z l?‘. Then Xz W.Ifpa=5,then WzLzX,so 
W =: X in any case. 
Now let x(1) = dim L = np” - 4. Then by (6.1) 
(np” - 4)(p” - l)/4 = dim X= dim W< 1 + p”(p” + 3)/2. (6.2) 
If p” > 5 then 4 1 p - 1 implies that pa > 13. Furthermore, by Theorem 2, we 
have n > 3. Then (6.2) forces pa = 13 and n = 3. Therefore, 
Either pa = 5 or pa = 13, x(1) = 35 and c(l) = 14. (6.3) 
The rest of the proof will eliminate the first case in (6.3) and will show 
that the second case yields G z Sz(8). We adopt the following notation: if q 
is an arbitrary prime divisor of 1 G 1, and H is a subgroup of G, then S,(H) 
denotes a typical Sylow q-subgroup of H, S, = S,(G), and xq # 1 is an 
arbitrary q-element. 
Suppose that p” = 5. Then W=: L, and (6.1) yields that x(1) < 21, with 
x(1) = 1 (mod 5). Since t;(x) = 1 for all p-singular elements x, both the 
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kernel of 6 and the center of G are @-groups, and hence are trivial. So 6 and 
M are faithful. Therefore, G < GL,(5) [5, VII.9.11, and 
IGI ) 5 fi (5’- 11, if pa = 5. (6.4) 
i=l 
If x(1) = 21, 16, or 6 then 8(l) = 34, 29, or 19, resp., whence 17, 29, or 19 
divides 1 GJ. This contradicts (6.4). If x(1) = 11, then 11 I]] G]. Now 
O,,(G) = (1) implies that a Sylow 1 l-subgroup cannot be normal in G. Then 
[5, VIII.7.11, applied to q = 11 and to the character c, says that 
G z PSL,( 11). This contradicts 8( 1) = 24 1 / G]. 
So pa=5 implies that x(l)= 1. Let H=Ga. If H=(l), then G is 
solvable, and O,,(G) = (1) yields that P = O,(G) and G is a Frobenius 
group with kernel P. This contradicts the hypotheses. Therefore, H > P by 
Lemma 5.1, and M,, is irreducible by Lemma 5.2. Since H’ = H implies that 
det(L,) = 1, it follows that H is contained in the ke_mel of L. Now, B,(5, H) 
consists of IN,(P) : C,(P)1 distinct irreducible RH-modules. But by [5, 
IV.4.101, these modules must be the distinct members of { 1, = L,, 
MH, MS}. Since IN,(P) : C,(P)1 ) IN,(P) : C,(P)1 = 4, it follows that 
IN,(P) : C,(P)1 = 2, and that the Brauer tree for B,(5, H) is 
where A4 H 2 MS, and p is one of two exceptional characters of degree 7. 
Now H = H’ and [(I) < 2p = 10 < 14 imply that C,(P) = P and 
C,(S,(H)) < S,(H) by [5, IV.4.231 or Corollary 3.10. 
Since H = H’ forces det(M,) = 1, (4.4) implies that 1 = (det rr(M))‘ai,. 
Now dim n(M) = 1, so II(M),,~ = aNnH. If t is any involution in Nn H, 
then (4.5) implies that c(t) = -2. Furthermore, C,(P) = P yields that 
Nn H = P(t). Then by [3, 1.2.151, with c,,,,, denoting the class 
multiplication constant of t, f, and y in H, 
5 = c,,,,, = 
Iff 
c 
1 _ m* w -- 
l c”(t)l* P(t) + C(l) 1 
IHl 
= I W)12 c 
1 -f+% 
1 
Now I is central in some S,(H), by Corollary 1, so it follows that 
/S,(H)1 = 32. As &, is a faithful rational character of degree six, 
p(l) = 7 1 (HI, and 7* k] HI by (6.4), we have 
(HI = 25 . 3” . 5 . 7, for some a 2 1. 
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Then ]H:NnH]=24.30 . 7 E 1 (mod 5) implies that a z 1 (mod 4). 
Schur’s theorem on q-rational characters [7, (14.19)], applied to q = 3 and 
to c, yields a < 4. Thus ]H] = 2’ . 3 . 5 . 7. 
Now ] C,(S,(H))] = 7 implies that ]N,(S,(H))] is one of 7, 2 . 7, 3 . 7, or 
6 . 7. Thus ]H : N&S,(H))] equals 2’ . 3 . 5, 24 . 3 . 5, 2’ . 5, or 24 . 5, and 
must be congruent to 1 (modulo 7). This is a contradiction. 
Suppose that pa = 13, c(l) = 14, and x(1) = 35. Let J# (1) be a minimal 
normal subgroup of G. Then J> P and the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold for 
J, by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3. Since S,(J) is cyclic and J is a direct product of 
isomorphic simple groups, J must be simple. We assume first that G = J. 
Now (4.4) implies that 
1 = det(M,) = (det(n(M)))i3a-’ = det(L,) = (det(rr(L)))13. 
Hence, 
det(rc(l)) = 1 and det(n(M)) = a. (6.5) 
To compute t;(t) and x(t) for an involution t, we may assume by 
Theorem 1 that t E N and a(t) = -1. Now dim x(M) = 1 means that 
n(M) = a. Since c = /I, on p’-elements, it follows from (4.5) that 
C(t) = -2, t any involution. (6.6) 
Since dim z(L) = 2, we see from (6.5) that /?,&t) = f2. Then by (4.5), 
x(t) = 1 f 2 (and is constant on all involutions). Now x is rational on any 
S,(G). If x(t) = -1, then x(1) --x(t) = 36 z 4 (mod 8). Lemma 3.1 then 
yields / G], < 8. This contradicts 19( 1) = 64 I] G]. Therefore, 
x(t) = 3, t any involution. (6.7) 
It follows that e(t) = 1 + 2Qt) +x(t) = 0. 
Since G is simple and c(l) < 2p, [5, IV.4.231 implies that C = P. So there 
is just one conjugacy class of involutions t, by Corollary 1, and the class 
multiplication constant c~,~,~ = 13. Then by [3, 1.2.151, (6.6), and (6.7), 
where we sum over all < E Irr(G) n B,(p, G), 
l3 = 1 C,(t)l’ 
IGI c WaY) IGI 
al) = I WV ( 
;+++++1 
1 
IGI 64 
= IC,(t)l’ * 35’ 
Therefore, as t is central in some S,, 
JGI = 26 - 5 . 7 . 13 . Ic,(t)l;,. (6.8) 
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There exists an element x of order 4 such that N = P(x). Then by (4.5) 
and (6.5), c(x) = 2a(x), where we identify a with a primitive complex fourth 
root of unity. Thus we may assume c(x) = 2i (i’ = -1). Let u be an 
automorphism of the field of algebraic numbers which lixes 2’-roots of 1 and 
such that o(i) = -i. Since c”(x) = c(x) # c(x), and c preserves B,(p, G), it 
follows that [” = c Therefore < is rational on all elements of odd order. So 
by (7, (14.19)] applied to c, if prime ql/GI then q< 13 and IS,,/ < 11, 
IS,1 < 72, IS,] < 53, and IS,1 < 3’. Then (6.8) yields that IS,,] = 1, IS,1 = 7, 
and 7d’ WI. 
If 51lC,(t)] then JS,l=53 and IG]=26.3”.53.7. 13 for somen>O. 
So IG :NI = 24 . 3” . 53 . 7 E 1 (mod 13), which implies that 3” = -1, a 
contradiction. Therefore 5111 C,(t)l, ] S, I = 5, and I C,(S,)l is odd. Hence c is 
rational on C,(S,). 
Now 13, 5-block separation [5, IV.4.251 implies that B&13, G)n 
B,(5, G) = {l,, [, c 8). It follows that ING(Ss) : C,(S,)l = 4 (as otherwise, 
IN,(S,) : C,(S,)I = 2 and B,(5, G) would have only one non-trivial character 
with degree f k2 (mod 5) by (4.7), which is a contradiction). Lemma 3.9, 
applied to [ and to q = 5, implies that the Hall 5’subgroup K of C,(S,) has 
a faithful, rational character of degree at most 2. It follows from [7, (14.19)] 
that lKI ] 3 and IN,JS,)I = 4 . 5 + 3’, b = 0 or 1. 
If 3 1 I C,(t)1 then IC,(t)]=26. 3”, some a > 0, and ICI= 
26 . 32” * 5 . 7 * 13. Then 1~IG:NI~24.32a.5.7z32a (mod 13) 
implies that 3 ) a. Now 2a < 9 yields JG/ = 26 . 36 . 5 m 7 . 13. Hence, 
1 = I G : ~q(S~)l E 24 . 36-b . 7 . 13 (mod 5), which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, I C,(t)],, = 1, IKl = 1, and / GI = 26 . 5 . 7 . 13. Furthermore, we 
have that C,(x,) is a q-group for q = 2, 5, 13 and hence for q = 7. (At this 
point, we could quote the classification of W-groups to finish the proof. 
Instead, we continue here to show that G is a Zassenhaus group of odd 
degree.) 
Let E be an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G. Then by (6.6), 6 = 
(16/IEI) PE - 2 * I,? where p denotes the regular representation. Therefore, 
IEI 1% all elementary abelian 2-subgroups E of G. (6.9) 
Because of Frobenius’ transfer theorem, the simplicity of G implies that 
there exists a non-trivial 2-subgroup H which is normalized by some x,, 
q = 5, 7, or 13. Since xq acts fixed-point-freely on H, the only possibilities 
are IHI= or 64 and q=7, or IHI= 16 and q=5. If IHI= 16, then Z(H) 
has at least five involutions, hence lZ(H)I > 8, and so H is abelian. Since the 
number of involutions in H is a multiple of 5, it follows that H is elementary 
abelian. This contradicts (6.9). 
Suppose that ]N,(S,)l # 7 . 64. Then IHI = 8 and H is elementary abelian, 
for any H as above. Let D = N,(H) and T = (x,), where x, normalizes H. 
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Then IDI = 2” . 7, 3 < n < 6. Burnside’s theorem implies that IN,(T)] = 14, 
as otherwise D would have a normal 7-complement W, a 2-group normalized 
by x, with 1 WI > 8. This is a contradiction. Therefore, there is an involution 
u in D which inverts T. Hence, u 6$ H. Since u normalizes H, it must 
centralize at least three involutions in H. (Regard u as acting as a linear 
transformation with minimum polynomial (X- 1)’ on a three-dimensional 
vector space over GF(2).) But if h # 1 is in H with h” = h, then for 
1 < i < 6, hxii + hX\= h”“‘,= hxii”. Thus u fixes only one involution in H, a 
contradiction, 
We have that ]iV,(S,)] = 7 . 64. Now G acts by conjugation on -ia, the set 
of its 65 Sylow 2subgroups. Let S E Y. Then N&S) is the stabilizer of S. 
Since G has the character 0 of 2-defect 0, it follows that there exists 
S, E Y with S n S, = (1) [5, 111.8.14]. The groups Si, for s E S, therefore 
comprise the other 64 members of 9. So S permutes 9 - {S} transitively, 
whence G acts doubly transitively. 
Suppose some g E iVG(S) fixes some S, # S in 9, and g # 1. We know 
S, n S = (1). Therefore, g @! S, as otherwise (g, S,) is a 2-group of order 
more than 64. So g has order 7. For all s # 1 in S, let s’ = g-‘sg # s. Then 
(s;)g = (sy’ = s;’ f s;. 
It follows that g does not fix any member of {Si I s # 1, s E S}, which 
comprises all elements of 9 besides S and S,. 
Then G is a simple, doubly transitive group on 65 letters, only the identity 
fixes three letters, and I G / = I Sz(8)). By Suzuki’s classification of Zassenhaus 
groups of odd degree (see [ 12, Theorem 8]), G is isomorphic to Sz(8). 
Removing our assumption that G is simple, what we have proved is that if 
J is a minimal normal subgroup of G (with O,,(G) = (l)), then Jz Sz(8). 
Now cJ is irreducible, by Lemma 5.3. So if x E C,(J), then I [(x)1 = 14, i.e., 
x E Z(G) . (kernel c) < O,,(G) = (1). H ence if G#J, then any xEG-J 
induces a non-trivial outer automorphism of J. Any such automorphism is 
induced by a field automorphism of GF(8), has order 3, and normalizes but 
does not centralize some S,,(J) = S,,(G) [ 12, Section 161. Thus, the number 
of edges in the tree for B,(13, G) equals IN : C 12 12, which contradicts our 
hypothesis. So G = J, and the theorem is proved. 
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